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In 2019, Our Community took on the challenge of becoming the GivingTuesday Australia lead, in line with our mission to
celebrate and elevate the value of the social sector in Australia, and our obligations as an Accredited B Corporation.
We had watched as the movement had hatched and blossomed across the world, and thought the time was right to give it a
local boost, and a local flavour. And as this report shows, we achieved just that.
While Our Community led the 2019 campaign, there were so many who contributed. From tiny groups running highly localised
campaigns to big groups with bold ambitions, we saw the power of community activation. Think Impact was a key partner,
helping ensure we were tracking some important engagement parameters for our first year. In particular, I would like to thank
Alischa Ross, who provided much of the evaluation smarts behind this report. Our data intern, Rina Reinoso, also provided
invaluable insights.
We were also humbled by the immense and hugely valuable support of community mobilisers, among them the Fundraising
Institute of Australia, Community Council of Australia (in particular its chair, our inaugural Giving Tuesday Australia ambassador
Rev Tim Costello AO), community sector leader Susan Pascoe AM, Pro Bono Australia, Philanthropy Australia, and the
Australian Charities and Not-for-Profits Commission (ACNC).
I must also acknowledge the Our Community staff who came together from all corners of the organisation to inject a diversity of
skills and a generous splash of passion into the campaign. For Our Community, Giving Tuesday is a labour of love. It’s been a
big task to take on, but we believe in the potential of this global movement to stimulate community and generosity – and these
are two of the things we need more of in this world; now more than ever before.
As we gear up for our second year leading the Giving Tuesday campaign in Australia, we wanted to reflect on the successes

Denis Moriarty

and lessons of 2019. This report outlines our approach, our reach, and our impact. We've also included some examples of the

Group Managing Director

great campaigns that ran in the first year. We look forward to joining you for an even bigger and better Giving Tuesday 2020.

Our Community
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About GivingTuesday
GivingTuesday takes place on the same day in more than 50 countries across the
world. In 2020 it will be celebrated on December 1.
Giving Tuesday was created in 2012 as a simple idea:

GivingTuesday is fuelled by the power of social media

a day that encourages people to do good. It has

and the generosity of people. The campaign provides

grown into a global movement that inspires hundreds

a platform for individuals to participate in and

of millions of people across the globe to give,

encourage the donation of time, money, goods and

collaborate, and celebrate generosity.

voices to address local challenges.

Every year, many people and many organisations give

Unlike most campaigns, there are no owners and no

their time, money and energy to a range of causes

rules. Every organisation and every individual is free

with the aim of building better communities. Giving

to make the day their own, though global

Tuesday Australia is part of a world-wide campaign

coordinators and country leaders like Our Community

designed to celebrate and enhance that generosity.

that are pleased to provide support.
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Our big data questions
These are the questions that framed our post-campaign evaluation in 2019
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How will we
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What were
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What will we

the results

and what

do differently?

or impacts?

didn't?

Australia?
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What we did

846
newsletter subscribers
campaign partners helped spread the
GivingTuesday message through
their engaged networks

21

resources helped community organisations,
individuals and businesses get started on
their GivingTuesday campaigns.

Facebook group allowed Australian
campaign leaders to celebrate and share
their activities with one another

3

global and regional summits attended,
connecting us with other GivingTuesday
Leaders for collaboration and discussion

10

1

online webinars held, covering the
background of GivingTuesday and
how to run an effective campaign

7
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Participation
In 2019, GivingTuesdayAUS saw
357 organisations participating
in the campaign. The top

39

participating state was Victoria,
with 141 total organisations,
closely followed by NSW with
110. Unfortunately, no
organisations from the Northern
Territory joined the campaign in
2019, but we should see more
organisations included in 2020
as awareness and efforts are
raised.

34
14

110

15

141
4
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Campaign activities vs. organisations registered

LESSON #1
Face-to-face promotions,
news articles and direct mail
generated by Our
Community and Pro Bono
Australia were most
successful at generating
campaign registrations.”
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#GivingTuesdayAUS
We tracked the GivingTuesday Australia hashtag across
Twitter and Instagram to see whether or not the
campaign was gaining traction online. The hashtag
#GivingTuesdayAUS was trending by 10am on
December 3. Facebook posts were not included in the
analysis due to our limitations on collecting the relevant

180
POSTS

79

USERS

4,724

ENGAGEMENT

data.
LESSON #2

358,664
REACH

445,099
IMPRESSIONS

While Instagram was not part of the official
#GivingTuesdayAUS campaign in 2019 the hashtag found
its natural home on this platform. Thus Instagram should
form a larger part of the 2020 social media campaign.
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Social media activity
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Social media activity
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Profile of organisations
The majority of organisations involved in
GivingTuesday 2019 were charities. There was a
small amount of engagement from businesses, and
a small amount by government councils.

LESSON #3
Giving Tuesday is a natural fit for local
government, acting as a focal point and conduit
for local community organisations and campaigns.
This will be a key area of focus for engagement
in 2020.
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The majority of organisations that got involved in GivingTuesdayAUS worked in the Human Services
segment of the not-for-profit sector, and the majority worked to benefit the general community, rather
than being focused on any particular beneficiary group.

Not-for-profit participants by Cause

Not-for-profit participants by Beneficiary

Human Services

General community in Australia

Health

Children below 15
People experiencing or at risk of homelessness

Education

People with disabilities

Community Development

Families

Animal welfare

Youth (15 - 25 years old)

Arts and culture

Overseas communities or charities

International Relations

Females
People with a chronic illness

Environment

Financially disadvantaged people

Religion

Adults (65+)

Sport and recreation

People in rural/regional/remote communities

Public safety

Aboriginal and Torres Stait Islander People

Information and communication
0*

25*

50*

75*

100*

125*

*Human services include activities related to: Advocacy and civic activities, Economic,
Social and Community Development, Emergency and relief, Employment and training,
Housing activities, Income support and maintenance, and Social services

Others
0*

25*

50*

75*

100*

125*

*Others are groups less than 4 organisations and include: Victims of disaster, Migrants,
refugees or asylum seekers, General community (not limited to Australia), Adults aged 25 to under 65, Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or intersex persons, Other
charities, People from a culturally and linguistically diverse background, Victims of
crime (including family violence)
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Impact

Who answered the survey

Think Impact, specialists in social impact
measurement, donated their time to GivingTuesday
Australia to help measure the impact created
from the many acts of generosity occurring as part

Businesses
3.9%
Individuals
19.6%

of the campaign. An Impact Scorecard online survey
was developed consisting of 10 closed and short
answer questions designed to help us gain insight
into how people took part and the intended impact
and beneficiaries of that giving. The following data

Organisations
76.5%

summarises the 51 responses, and the case studies
come from a qualitative interview completed by the
Think Impact team.

Not-for-profits, charities,
and social enterprises

LESSON #4
Business can play a vital role in Giving Tuesday but can
be hard to engage. Having raised the profile of Giving
Tuesday in 2019, we will seek strategies to encourage
deeper and wider business buy-in in 2020 and beyond.
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Giving and receiving
Breakdown of participants

How did participation make people feel?
60%

Giver and receiver
20%

40%
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Community organisations
What giving activities occurred?

Did it generate more giving?

Giving money

Overall rise

Giving time and talent

Rise from new donors

Giving voice and advocacy

Rise from existing donors

Giving goods

Unsure

0%

20%

40%

60%

No change
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

LESSON #5
Giving goods is clearly an under-utilised form of
giving that could be further explored and
encouraged during 2020 and beyond.
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Innovation
Did participants like the free form approach?

Did anything new or innovative occur?
Unsure
8%

No
17%
No
23%

No
43%
Yes
57%

Yes
43%
Yes
69%

Yes
83%

Small community
organisations with annual
revenue >$250k

Unsure
14%

Large community
organisations with annual
revenue <$250k

Small community
organisations with annual
revenue >$250k

No
43%

Large community
organisations with annual
revenue <$250k

LESSON #6
Smaller organisations require more guidance when it comes to
navigating the relatively 'free' structure of the GivingTuesday
campaign, and may be limited in their capacity to try something new.
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Variations within community organisations
The following trends were found for larger organisations

The following trends were found for smaller organisations

(>$250K revenue) when compared to smaller community

(<$250K revenue) when compared to larger community

organisations (<$250K revenue).

organisations (>$250K revenue).

Larger organisations:

For smaller organisations:

Led innovative approaches/activities (43% compared to 69%)

A much larger proportion (24%, compared to 11%) of

Preferred the freedom to create their own activities (57%

respondents were unsure of the overall change as a result of

compared to 83%)

the giving; this may be due to the capacity of smaller

Experienced more positive feelings, with ‘motivated’,

organisations to understand or have systems in place to

'connected’ and ‘happy’ being reported as the most

measure where and how giving was occurring.

common feelings

Giving time and talent (volunteering) was the largest type of

Recorded a higher rise in giving from new supporters (29%

giving experienced and much higher than for larger revenue

compared to 44%)

organisations (52% versus 33%)

Experienced substantially more giving of money (42%
compared to 72%)

The giving of voice and advocacy (29% and 39%) and
goods (14% and 17%) was similar for both smaller and
larger revenue organisations.
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Feedback (the good and the bad)
Out of 21 comments, 13 were positive (62%) and 8 were
negative (38%). Negative comments were driven by those
who self-identified as 'receiving' (6 out of the 8 negative

Looking forward to all these
resources being available
again next year!

comments). Their main issues were around not generating
enough giving and/or awareness.
As the Founder and Director, I
find it so hard to ask donors for
money. Giving Tuesday gave us a
platform to do and and I/we were
so blown away by how well our
campaign was received, with
donors expressing their love and
support of our work - it made me
feel good (and a tad relieved!)

Our campaign created
incredible joy at every
level and was about
far more than just
about the money and the degree of
support we received
was extraordinary and
uplifting.

It felt very competitive with
so many charities
advertising their campaigns.

The resource packs were
fantastic and it was great to
have a group page on
Facebook to celebrate the
successes.

I was actually disappointed
with the outcome. Apart
from staff and a family
member we had no one
give after all the social
media posts and emails we
sent out.

Can’t wait to see this grow
more in time, wish more
would get on board to assist
this!

TAS
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Organisation case study: Edgar's Mission
Mission: To raise vital funds for the animals of Edgar's Mission, and
raise awareness by giving people a look behind the scenes.

GOAL

RAISED

$33,000

$52,154

Edgar's Mission harnessed the GivingTuesday movement to generate a huge
amount of energy. They donned the tagline, "Give So They Can Live" and
prepared a winning strategy. Their fundraising goal was calculated by summing up
the average cost for a month of animal care, vet care, food, bedding and
maintenance for the 479 rescued residents, and their campaign page provided
information on what kind of activity a particular donation amount would allow.
The campaign ran for a week, with half of the total donations raised on December
3 itself. Edgar's Mission maintained contact with their supporters throughout,
telling dozens of unique stories to keep engagement high.
The focus of the campaign was to show supporters what life was like at the
sanctuary, which allowed for creative usage of film and video and created a social
media storm. Several social media influencers joined the campaign, which
amplified the campaign's reach and generated some big donations from new
supporters.

"To say we are over the moon
is an understatement."
- Pam Ahern, founder, Edgar's Mission
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Individual case study: Knitted Hounds
Mission: To knit and sell greyhound dolls to raise money for Humans
Helping Dogs, a not-for-profit that makes life better for dogs in need.

GOAL

RAISED

$1,900

$3,600

After hearing about GivingTuesday only one week before December 3, 2019,
Margot Wilburd decided to use the campaign as a way to frame her next auction.
With a goal of selling 50 of her knitted hounds, Margot tapped into her personal
narrative to create a social media campaign that led to 85 sales in total.
Of course, she didn't do it alone. With 30 volunteers in tow, Margot underscored the
importance of engaging with her volunteers and 'treating them like gold'. She
encouraged them to query her process, which led to an improvement in her pattern
construction to make things easier for everyone involved.
Margot showed just how easily giving flows from one area of an organisation to
another, from volunteers, to donors, to the organisation that receives the funds, and
- eventually - to that organisation's beneficiaries: the dogs. Next year, she is aiming
for 100 knitted hounds to be adopted.

"An act of generosity counts no
matter how big or small it is."
- Margot Wiburd, founder, Knitted Hounds
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Key supporters of GivingTuesdayAUS
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Focus for 2020

1

Increase local
government
engagement

2

Support
smaller notfor-profits

3

Recruit more
campaign
ambassadors

The global GivingTuesday

Our findings show that smaller not-

In 2019, a record number of

campaign has shown huge success

for-profits found the forms of

Australian organisations

when it comes to engaging local

engagement weren't clearly enough

participated in GivingTuesday,

councils in taking a leading role to

defined for them, and they perhaps

which helped spark the movement.

facilitate the growth of the

lacked the internal capacity to come

In 2020, we will be focusing on

campaign. In 2020, we will be

up with a new campaign type. In

bringing the campaign messages to

reaching out to more Australian

2020, we will focus on providing

the public too. To do this, we'll be

local councils to help activate their

more and better resources, with

recruiting more ambassadors to

communities, and promote the

specific campaign ideas, to

help frame the campaign messages,

campaign to local groups and

encourage smaller organisations to

and promote giving to their

individuals.

get on board.

networks.
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